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hen we consider the basic
principles of how new tech-
nologies can help us explore
the suitability of particular

cartridges for certain applications, and
some of the issues in assessing individual
projectile offerings, let alone compare them,
it can appear such a challenge can be easily
dismissed as a matter of personal choice or
opinion; nothing more than campflre banter.
And that's just the conventional product.

The new generation of projectiles is such
a paradigm shift that challenges so many
reloading and terminal ballistic beliefs,
it is sometimes difficult to take them on
board all at once. By'new-generation
projectiles', we generally mean a mono-
metal projectile, made of copper or some
form of copper alloy. However, this could
also include swaged, compressed powder
projectiles used for varminting. For general
hunting purposes howeve4 they are mostly
hollow-points (except for flat- or round-
nosed solids intended for dangerous game

at short range) or the occasional 'ballistic
tip'. They often have some form of band or
groove system around the shank, and just
as frequently coated with some form of dry
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lubricant. Almost all of these projectiles
are computer numerical controlled (CNC)
turned.

Because copper is both tougher and
lighter than lead, the HITS formula of
momentum x sectional density x a constant
(70) is urtable to represent actual perfor-
mance in the field unless we change the
value of the constant. Indeed, these new-
generation projectiles tend to out-penetrate
and outperform conventional bullets by a

big margin, but the HITS formula neither
quantifies nor predicts these outcomes.
Even ifwe are to apply a new constant
value to the formula to more accurately
forecast the outcome, we are still left with
the dilemma of trying to compare cavitation
(wound) channels, vastly different in nature.
Clearly, better explanations are required to
provide more appropriate tools for terminal
ballistic consideration.

Displacement
The first important issue to conside6 given
the significant differences between lead
and copper and its alloys is not weight but
displacement, both static and dynamic.
In other words, a 1l0-grain .Z7}-calibre

fhe GS Cuslom proiectiles, left, hove
fine bonds thot seol the bore while the
shonk rides the londs. Nol opporenl is
the focl lhol lhese proiectiles ore olso
onneoled, moking them much soffer -
engroving pressures ore lhe lowesl in
the industryi lerminol performonce is
devoslolinE. fhe Bornes X proiecliles,
righl, hove pressure-relieving grooyes.
Note olso the different hollow-point
dimensions.

copper bullet has a very similar volumetric
displacement to a 130-grain .270-calibre
swaged and jacketed lead projectile.

The differences don't stop there,
however. Because copper is a tougher
material than lead and tends not to disinte-
grate or distort as extensively on impact,
it tends to create a deeper wound channel,
with the diameter and length of this wound
channel being more dependent on postim-
pact bullet shape, rather than weight.

Lighter projectiles also fly consider-
ably faster. While this can be an asset to
medium and larger game hunting, better
outcomes may be achieved by wingslightly
smaller calibres (if legislative or regulatory
provisions allow), or lighter projectiles in
conventional calibres, to manage the shape
and depth of the desired wound channel.

Indeed, in. Bullet Penetration: Modeling
the Dynamics and the Incapacitation
Resulting from Wound Tiauma, author
Duncan Macpherson (apart from the almost
indigestible maths) goes on to state what
most hunters already know in terms of
what bullet shapes work best in deliv-
ering humane terminal outcomes. That is,
the most effective projectile for causing
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maximum wound trauma incapacitation
at all velocities is a flat-nosed cylinde4
postimpact. The shape of the projectile
prior to impact is relevant only to exte-
rior or in-flight ballistic considerations.
The contest for second next most effec-
tive projectile is between a Keith-style
wadcutter and a round-nosed projectile,
with the least effective being a conical- or
spire-point.

{ full review of all the projectile types,
style and configurations tested were
included in the book for those who wish
to look into the matter in more detail. It is
quite comprehensive and includes every
conceivable option available for testing at
the time (1980s), and even some experi-
mental designs as well. While it should be
pointed out that much of Macpherson's
work in this book was done with handgun
objectives as the focus of attention, the
mathematical formulae and science have
universal application; that is, ilyou know
how to apply the maths.

Towards the end of the book, Macpherson
throws out a challenge to the manufacturers
to work on producing a projectile that is
aerodynamic in the aiq but changes into a
flat-nosed cylinde4 postimpact. It is inter-
esting to note tlat both the maths and the
tests demonstrate that a flat-nosed cylinder

is actually the most'aerodynamic' in the
much denser mediums of flesh, ballistic
gelatine and water. The explanation for
this is beyond the scope of this particular
article, but reasonably well explained by
Geoff McDonald from Woodleigh Bullets
in some of his more recent promotional
brochures for his Hydrostatic projectiles.
The GS Custom website explains it in more
detail for those interested in exploring this
seemingly counterintuitive logic further.

What we now call the new-generation
projectiles are an attempt by both main-
stream and boutique bullet manufacturers
in rising to meet Macpherson's challenge,
as well as some of the more onerous envi
ronmental concerns now laid down in legis-
lationby some states in the United States.
A great deal of so-called conventional
projectile development has also gone down
this path.

That the FBI and other US agencies have
adopted this science, and impose the stan-
dards nominated in Macpherson's work, is
testament to its veracity. It has also forced
some measure of standardisation on manu-
facturers, with which they must comply
if they wish to supply the substantive US
law enforcement agency market. Most do,
and indeed they are remarkably similar in
performance- Perhaps someday, the same

level of scrutiny and standard setting will
also apply to hunting projectiles. It's an
interesting thought that would make the
lives of many hunters a lot easie4 and cut
some silly campfire conversations short.

In the meantime, the burgeoning growth
of new-generation projectiles is challenging
much of what we understand about terminal
ballistics. Yes, as in all games, there are
some'snake oil' salespeople making some
extraordinary claims about the'latest and
greatest', but the science grows daily.

Sfobility foclors
In determining what to load and how, with a
specific objective in mind, it's time to take
a brief look at a number of exterior ballistic
issues essential for selecting the 'perfect
projectile'. For a projectile to do its job, it
has to fly right to hit the intended target. In
other words, it has to be stable and predict-
able over its intended range to have any
chance of being terminally effective.

Using the principle of displacement again,
we find that determining a bullet's gyro-
scopic stability (Sg) is more importantly
dependent on bullet length and barrel twist
rate. Velocity and weight, as we shall see,
are factors that must be accounted fo4 but
they have nowhere near the influence of
either bullet length or barrel twist rate.
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The following material is a paraphrased
extract, used with the kind permission of
Glen Roberts; Precision Shooting - Exterior
Ballistics, which is highly recommended
reading for anyone interested in longer
range hunting and precision shooting.

Spinning top cnology
Simply put, fired rifle projectiles start out
like a spinning top that is a little wobbly
about its axis, and then calms down
between 200 and 300m away from the
mtzzle (for high ballistic coefficient, long
ogive, boat-tail designs - short, flat-based
projectiles stabilise much earlier than this).
They then start to wobble about the axis
again when entering the transition zone
between supersonic and subsonic flight.

This may be around 800 to 1000m for
a .308 Winchester projectile, or 1200 to
1350m for a.338LM projectile.

When a projectile calms down after
launch, it is said to 'go to sleep'. This means
that it is no longer wobbling about its axis
with its initial magnitude, and the projectile
is now perfectly stabilised.

Gyroscopir srqbiliry fsctor
The gyroscopic stability (Sg) factor is a
measure of how well a projectile is stabi-
lised in flight. Unstable projectiles will
have an Sg of less than 1.0, whereas stable
projectiles will have an Sg of 1.0 or greater.

A projectile with a theoretical Sg of 1.0
will not be able to maintain stability in
flight iflwhen any of the following factors
exist:

1. (Reduction in) Velocity ofthe projec-
tile (inevitable).

2. (Increased) Density ofthe air.
3. Presence of wind and changing wind

directiory'strength.
'4. Abnormalities in the projectiles

themselves.
5. Twist rate of the rifle is reduced

(controllable).
6. Length ofthe projectile is increased

(controllable).
The factors that are controllable in the

six mentioned here are the rate of twist
in the barrel and the length of the projec-
tile. Again, these two factors have the
biggest stake in the gyroscopic stability
of a projectile. If the projectile starts out
with an Sg of 1.0, there is no margin for
error in gyroscopic stability. This is where
the uncontrollable influences drop the Sg
below 1.0, resulting in accuracy failure.

To avoid the potential for rifle projectiles
becoming unstable, it is clear that for guar-
anteed stability, the Sg needs to be higher
at the start. A figure of 1.4 has been set as

a standard to avoid disappointment (as a
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general rule of thumb).
Projectiles between 1.0 and 1.4 are said

to have 'marginal stability'and may not be
stable under deteriorating circumstances,
such as:

1. The velocity of the projectile falls
below the allowed speed for stability.

2. The air is denser as a result of a cold
dry day with high barometric pressure.

3. Some projectiles in a batch have slight
imbalances from manufacturing.

4. Winds are present that are strong
enough to cause changing and
increased aerodlmamic torque on the
projectile.

So, how do we calculate projectile
stability such that we can make informed
projectile and load choices?

Don Miller has developed a formula
and produced an easy-to-use Excel
spreadsheet application, which factors
the primary principles at play. A copy can
be viewed and downloaded from www.
accurateshooter.com This program is a

basic tool for any serious reloader. The
Miller formula for assessing appropriate
twist rates to achieve chosen levels of
stability at particular ranges is a signif,cant
advancement on the principles explored by
Greenhill, but is still what might best be
described as a static approach.

fhe fircr proiectile, which looks'sugor frosted',
left, hos been roqied in Hexqgonol Boron
Nitride (HBN). The second proiectile is 'noked'
or un.ooled, ond the third proiectile is cooted
in molybdenum disulphide (Ms2), commonly just
colled 'moly'. Sleve Hurt now uses cooled bullels
in one lorm or onolher olmost exclusively.

the two models don't always completely
agree, they are generally aligned well
enough. When they agree, one can be
certain that the conclusion is on reason-
ably safe ground. The Sg calculations are
recommended as a great starting point for
anyone wanting to reload as they are now
able to be universally calculated by the
average shooter. Use ofthe Sfor dynamic
stability formula is wonderful if the manu-
facturer is willing to provide this level
of information, but it is only generally
available from the manufacturer regarding
their own products. GS Custom (see www.
totallyballistics.com.au) was the only bullet
manufacturer that was able to provide this
level of information to me.

Using Miller's stability formula down-
loaded from the web means that the
required twist rate for adequate stability
can be calculated for any given rifle projec-
tile and likely climatic condition range. Tiy
it; it's an enlightening experience. It has
opened the eyes of many a rifle shooter
as to why a particular projectile does or
doesn't work so well in their particular
firearm. It's even useful information for
the potential purchaser of factory ammu-
nition or a firearm. Yes, there are always
anomalies and exceptions to any rule, but
it's a wonderful place to start.

Downloading the Miller formula and
incorporating this basic assessment into
your load development procedures has the
capacity to save a lot of development time,
and certainly material component cost.
Safety and accuracy is about reducing the
unknown as much as possible. o

The dynamic approach to assessing
bullet stability; to include form factors/
BC and so on is generally beyond the rifle
shooter. This dynamic model is expressed
as Sf. The dynamic model is the realm of
the manufacturers and scientists. Although


